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4. 
Stitch from the reverse side leaving the 
small space for the opening.  
When finished, turn inside out. 
Stitch the opening part.

Liner fabric Liner fabric Liner fabricPattern A Pattern G Pattern C

5. 
Make the quilted fabrics and cut the parts following the patterns. 
And sew together with liner fabrics as same as the meshwork parts.                                  

6. 
Stitch together each part one by one. 
At first stitch together from liner fabrics and next stitch 
right side fabrics as shown.                                  

Side view Side view

Stitch

(1) The liner side is first. (2)The right side is next

Liner

Fold in

Fold in

6 cm

8 cm

Fold
twice

Fold

3 cm 1.5 cm
Stitch

Fabric ring for bag handle
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Pattern C: Bottom part
Quilted fabric: 1 piece

13.3 cm

15.2 cm

Small opening for inside out

Pattern A: Main parts
Quilted fabric: 2 pieces
Fabric with meshwork: 2 pieces

12 cm

22.8 cm
PATTERNS

Seam Allowance 7-10 mm

Small opening for inside out

Pattern B: Side parts
Quilted fabric: 2 pieces

9.3 cm

22.8 cm
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Tools
・Fusible Bias Tape Maker (18 mm) 
   (Art No. 4014)
・Fusible Web (10 mm) (Art No. 4042)
・Mini Iron II™ “The Adapter” (EU Version) or
    Mini Iron II™ “The Adapter” (UK Version)
・Rotary Cutter 
・Bias Tape Cutting Ruler
・Cutting Mat
・Wide Bodkin
・Awl
・Erasable marker
・Pins

From
the center to 
outside edges

Ironing board

Fix with pins

2 cm

2 cm

Easy Loop Turner or Wide bodkin

From
the center to 
outside edges

A
lign the tapes

How to make a basic weave.

Sew along the finished edges 
with a sewing machine. 

Gently square up the tapes 
and iron the surface. 

1. Draw guidelines crossing at right angles 
on base fabric with a Water Soluble Marker.

3. Pass the first tape alternately over and 
under the vertical tapes with an Easy Loop 
Turner. Weave the rest of the tapes to make a 
checkered pattern.

4. Gently arrange the vertical and horizontal 
tapes at right angles, and fix them to the 
base fabric with an iron. Then sew along the 
edges with a sewing machine.

2. Place the base fabric on the ironing 
board and arrange tapes vertically from 
centre to outside. Fix the tapes so that the 
upper and lower ends extend 2 cm beyond 
the finished edge lines. Do not stretch the 
tapes.

Guidelines

Finished edge line 

Base fabric

90°

1. 
Prepare sufficient fusible bias tapes for the project. 
The width of fabric should be 25 mm.  
And use the 12 mm Fusible Bias Tape Maker to make fusible bias tape. 
The sample project is mixed with 18 mm Fusible Tape Maker (The width of fabric should be 35 mm.)

HOW TO MAKE.

In case of weaving only 12 mm bias tapes.
56 pieces 12mm widht 37 cm long

2. 
Weave the 2 meshwork panels of main sides with your favorite combination. 
Place the patterns in a direction of 45 degree. 
When finished weaving, gently iron on the surface. Cut along the pattern line.

=== How to make a Fusible Web ===

②
Place the Fusible Web in the upper groove of the 
Fusible Bias Tape Maker, the strip in the lower groove.

③
Hold ends of fusible web and strip in place on the ironing board with a pin and 
press the Fusible Web with an iron while pulling both tapes through the Tape Maker.

④
Peel off protective paper after the tape cools. 
Make required lengths of tape for colors A, B and C respectively.

Now you have Fusible Tape.

With an awl inserted 
in the oval opening, 
feed the strips 
     smoothly through 
        the Tape Maker.

（1）Insert Fusible Web
with protective paper up.　　

（2）Insert strip 
wrong side 
facing up.

Secure them with a pin.

Press the tape while 
gradually pulling it through. 

Ironing board

①
Fold the fabric twice and cut it the needed width with a Rotary Cutter.

Cutting Mat of 
Patchwork Board "Multi"

Fold twice

3,5㎝
Grain of fabric
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37 cm

37 cm

Pattern A meshwork part
Including seam allowance

2. 
Weave the 2 meshwork panels of main sides with your favorite combination. 
Place the patterns in a direction of 45 degree. When finished weaving, gently iron on the surface. Cut along the pattern line.

Base fabric

<The mixture patter of 12 and 18 mm bias tape>
3. 
Sew the meshwork part and liner fabrics right side together.

Right side Wrong side Liner fabric

Small opening 
for inside out


